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CREATIVITY AS AN ATTITUDE: AN APPROACH TO THE ORIGINS OF CREATIVITY
Introduction
There is relative consensus on grouping into blocks the various theoretical and methodological approaches, which apparently share certain criteria, to the study of creativity. Such
classification is helpful in that it allows us to contextualize these approaches. The specialized literature considers the work of Rhodes (1961) as the starting point for this classification. It includes: a) person-centered approaches or those who see creativity as a personality
trait, b) approaches focused on the process or that place it as or within a group of cognitive
processes, c) product-centered approaches and d) approaches that focus on the environment. On the other hand, the study of creativity could also be classified as different levels
of interacting forces from a macro level to a micro level. In this sense, Hennessey and
Amabile (2010) suggest seven levels, from global to individual: Systems approach, Culture / Society, Groups, Individual /Personality, Affect /Cognition / Training and Neurological.
Each approach or group of approaches provides the means for understanding creativity.
However, this object of study seems elusive and probably different to each of them. Is it
the same to assume creativity is a cognitive phenomenon than a personality trait? If its definition is socially determined does it make sense to seek physiological correlates? Or, conversely, does it make sense to define it in terms of social judgment when there is evidence
of psychophysiological correlates? The point is not to answer these questions. It is evident
that there is no consensus about what is called creativity. There is fertile ground for approaches that can establish what creativity is or what is it that determines it. One of these
approaches could be to consider it an attitude.
There are people with greater creative attitude and people with lesser creative attitude.
It is important to separate this approach from those who see creativity as a personality trait.
When creativity is approached as a personality trait, what is commonly done is to describe
certain personality variables having any correlation with creativity. What is proposed here
is that creativity, as an individual act, has the characteristics of an attitude. It is this attitude
which may allow generating processes and products that can be labeled as creative or that
can be creative for a particular person. While there is a notorious debate on the role social
environment plays on creativity, a role that cannot be ignored, what we are talking about
here is that there is something which may be called individual creativity where the social
dimension of creativity is approached from the point of view of subjectivity, assuming that
the subject is mediated by, and in turn, mediates the social environment.
Creativity is usually defined on the basis of two characteristics: originality and relevance
(usefulness). It could also be operationally defined through various psychometric tests, i.e.
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through the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (TTCT). In so doing, some of its features
such as originality, fluency, flexibility or production would also be defined at the same
time (Torrance, 2008). These qualities are observed and inferred through the product generated in the psychometric test. The same is true of divergent thinking: It is "seen" in the
test or in the behavior that is performed. But, what is it that triggers originality or the generation of creative products? A disposition, an inclination, a favorable tendency to rate
stimuli in an open, permissive and inclusive manner. In other words, a creative attitude.
Overview of a creative attitude
There are different approaches to the study of attitudes. For example, it has been suggested
that there are three different components or types of response in an attitude: cognitive,
affective and behavioral (Breckler, 1984). The first one refers to the beliefs and thoughts
about the object. The second one denotes the feelings of rejection, attraction, liking, etc.,
to the object. The third refers to the behavior toward an object. This approach is known as
the Tripartite Model. Furthermore, and in contrast to this model, the Theory of Reasoned
Action states that attitudes have only one component and this component is evaluative.
Under this approach, attitudes are determined by the characteristics that seem important
according to the observers (Worchel, Cooper, Goethals & Olson, 2002). However, it can
be said that attitudes reflect both positive and negative evaluations toward an object
(Fabrigar, MacDonald & Wegener, 2005) and behaviors derived from such assessments
(Myers, 2005; Summers, 1978). Therefore, an attitude can be seen as "a lasting tendency
or acquired predisposition to evaluate a person, event or situation in a certain way and act
accordingly" (Vander Zanden, 1990, p 19). This tendency or predisposition may be conceived as an intermediate variable between a stimulus (object of the attitude) and the response or outward manifestation (Morales, 2006) and includes beliefs and feelings about
this object (Summers, 1978).
As can be seen, these approaches lay special emphasis on the evaluation towards the
object. This raises two conceptual problems: the term "evaluation" and the word
"towards". The latter entails a conceptual problem by talking about creativity as an attitude, since we are not talking about an attitude towards creativity, but about creative attitude. Creativity is not the object of the action, but it is an adjective or a noun (creative
attitude). Can the object of the attitude be part of the attitude? When speaking of favorable
or unfavorable attitudes toward something it can also be said that someone simply has a
friendly or hostile attitude. That is, the attitude incorporates, in this case, the type of behavior, cognition or emotion. Such is the case of what in this paper is called creative attitude. The attitude incorporates the emotional, behavioral and cognitive disposition called
creativity, and that creative attitude can manifest itself towards or in mathematics, cooking, interpersonal relationships, etc. Now, when someone says they have a hostile or
friendly attitude, it cannot be denied that hostility or kindness has an object, nor can it be
denied that there is a group of behaviors can be called hostile or friendly. When a creative
attitude is present, there is a tendency to think and act with a certain degree of flexibility.
This is true for various fields of knowledge: artistic, scientific and cultural, and also for
everyday life. That is, when people evaluate a situation and have favorable tendencies to
associate it in unconventional ways, they have a creative attitude toward the situation.
When people face an event and do so with openness to the experience, they have a creative
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attitude. When modifying strategies and lines of action to recognize or solve a problem,
they also have a creative attitude.
According to Katz (2008), one of the purposes of attitudes is to serve as an instrumental
and adjustment means to help organize and interpret new information. If it were necessary
to establish the role of creativity in addition to its clearly adaptive function, it would undoubtedly be the same function that Katz establishes for attitudes. According to this approach, the role of organizing and interpreting information, called knowledge function
aims at achieving an organized and stable world. Attitudes will try to arrange things so that
this goal is achieved. It may seem contradictory. Apparently, creativity breaks structures,
and the ability to deal with uncertainty has been identified as a feature of a creative personality. However, in the act of creating, a major effort will be devoted to organizing or reorganizing and stabilizing the world in its new form.
The affective creating impulse
Due to the fact that creativity is associated with the quality of being a genius and with the
extraordinary, it is common for the neophyte to think there are people who are creative
and others who are not. The “genius” appears as a kind of person with a special gift for
whom inspiration comes suddenly. Perhaps nothing is further from the truth. The "genius"
required a high dose of experience and a considerable investment of working hours in order to have sufficient expertise that allowed him a great creative productivity. It has been
reported that 10 years of sustained work or 20,000 hours are needed for geniuses to produce their masterpieces (Romo, 1997). This tenacity is a relevant variable associated to the
creative process (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Tenacity by itself does not produce creativity,
that much is clear. However, creativity by chance and without effort is not possible either.
It is the effort and the form it takes what encourages creativity. Although there are countless cases of apparent randomness in scientific discovery, the truth is that such fortuitous
events occurred under the watchful eye of the scientist. As Pasteur said: "Chance favors the
prepared mind". Minds that spent much time working in one direction and that were flexible enough to change the trajectory when the unexpected came.
Maintaining a certain direction for a long period of time when the target is not always
visible or contains many uncertainties, requires an extraordinary adaptive ability and a particular coping strategy. Being tenacious requires company and that company is called motivation; if this motivation is intrinsic, then the better. Intrinsic motivation has been identified as an important attribute in the creative process. Apparently, the creative problem
solving occurs more frequently in the presence of intrinsic rewards rather than with extrinsic rewards (Amabile, 1986, 1996). Such motivation is not the cause of the creative process, while it is a condition that contributes to it, it does not control it (Runco & Chand,
1995) given that motivation depends on cognition. Being motivated for something requires
different ways of interpreting and seeing the world. It depends on having goals to achieve
and that these objectives have significant value. The target or the beneficiaries of the creative acts can be either the same person or the outside world (Forgeard & Mecklenburg,
2013).
The emotion that encourages the achievement of objectives includes a way to sense that
there is some kind of direction. It is an emotion that functions both as an effect and as an
additional impulse. That kind of projected target, of intuition of the right path, may be
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what some call Analytical Wondering (Aldous, 2007). This process has been identified as
part of the creative process. It can occur when an experience comes into conflict with wellestablished concepts and there is also a sense of walking in the right direction (Aldous,
2007). The crucial part of this wondering is the feeling that there is something fundamental
in relation to the problem. Perhaps this is the somatic marker proposed by Damasio
(1994). When someone makes a decision, the emotions are involved by way of necessity
and probably guide this decision (Markic, 2009). These observations support the model
proposed here (see Fig. 1). The emotion or affection nurture each other and nourish cognition forming an amalgam that is difficult to separate. In turn, it mediates or drives the effect of cognition on behavior.

Figure 1: Components of creative attitude

Flexible, over-inclusive and open evaluative cognition
Cognitive processes associated with creativity have a solid base. Many authors have devoted
their efforts to explaining how cognition intervenes in the act of creating. On this subject,
the works of Wallas (1926), Guilford (1950) and more contemporary approaches proposed
or reviewed by Fink, Ward and Smith (1996), Boden (2004) and Runco (2004, 2007)
among other authors can be outlined. In general, all approaches underline flexibility as an
important condition for creativity. Flexibility is defined as the tendency to generate a het165
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erogeneous group of responses, or to use a variety of categories and themes when thoughts
are produced (Runco, 1986). This ability plays a very important role in problem solving,
helping human beings adapt to the demands of a changing world, and has a clear effect on
creativity (Ionescu, 2012). Its central role in helping interpret the world in a different way
and adapting to changes may contribute to a greater openness and a greater ability to make
associations.
It was noted earlier in this paper that when people face an event and do so with openness to the experience they have a creative attitude. In this sense, there is abundant evidence linking openness to experience with creativity (Baer & Oldham, 2006; Connelly et
al, 2014; Kaufman, 2013). Indeed, this variable contributes significantly to the explanation
of the variance of scientific creativity (Grosul & Feist, 2013). One might ask whether the
openness to the experience is a separate entity of creativity or if it is one of its components.
The exploring mind and the inquiring intellect, factors identified as essential in the openness to the experience (Connelly, Ones & Chernyshenko, 2014) may also be descriptors of
creativity.
When a situation is evaluated and there are favorable tendencies to make associations in
unconventional ways, a creative attitude is present. Associating in unconventional ways is
perceiving relationships where others do not. It is something that can be called overinclusive thinking. Over-inclusive thinking is a feature identified in schizophrenia (Cutting,
David & Murphy, 1987) and it occurs when a person places elements in the same category
that are not part of it (Runco, 2007). This characteristic seems to be related to creativity.
There is evidence of such a relationship both in people with psychiatric conditions (Payne &
Van Allen, 1969) as well as in people without such conditions (Meyersburg, Carson,
Mathis & McNally, 2014). In this sense, it has also been found that college students with
high schizotypal personality are better insight problem solvers than students with low
schizotypal personality (Karimi, Windmann, Güntürkün & Abraham, 2007).
From evaluation to behavior
The evaluations people, when they show a certain attitude, are the central part of the process –its core− but do not represent the entire process. For example, if someone has a negative attitude toward certain religious behaviors, it will also be evident that this negative
evaluation was preceded by knowledge and experience and is also usually followed by behaviors that reinforce such assessments. The attitude is not always manifested in behavior,
social influences change the degree to which the behavior is similar to the evaluative attitude. The same is true of creativity. Environments that are unfavorable to creative behaviors decrease the probability of occurrence of these behaviors, but the latent creativity in
the assessment that people make will continue to exist.
Most of what is considered creative are actions or the result of actions. The score of a
test of creativity is an action or a result of a series of actions. A painting is also a product
and was, at a time, an action too. The resolution of a problem, whether day-to-day or
highly sophisticated, has the above elements as well: being an action and the result of an
action. However, when one has taken a creativity test, painted a picture or solved a problem, every act necessarily implied an evaluative process. One way of looking at something,
"feeling” it and making a judgment. Thus, creative behavior is driven by affection and has
an evaluative germination.
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Although creative behaviors will be different for each discipline or field, when someone
displays a creative behavior it will have something in common with every other creative
behavior: it will be self-controlled and proactive. While self-control has a cognitive basis, it
is also a set of attitudinal skills (Dacey & Lennon, 1998). Such skills are finally manifested
in a certain behavior, given that abilities are observed in what one does. Self-control either
allows or does not allow people do what they want to do, and it has been shown to have a
correlation with creativity (Dacey & Lennon, 1998). Self-control hardly occurs without a
dose of assertiveness and vice versa. There is evidence linking self-control with both assertiveness (Asokan & Muthumanickam, 2013) and with creativity (Garaigordobil, 1997).
A creative person not only seeks to solve a problem, but also strives for creativity
(Sternberg & Lubart, 1995). Therefore, his behavior will be a generative behavior. The
new, the original and the relevant is the product of affirmative conduct aimed at the generation of products, whether they be ideas, actions or things. They are fundamentally proactive, self-initiated and purposeful behaviors in a specific field of skills. It is on this basis
that it is possible to suggest that the behavior of the creative attitude is manifested in productive or generative behavioral skills.
Conclusion
In this short paper an approach to raise the issue of creativity as an attitude was established.
There is still a long way to go. This proposal is an outline, but its dissemination helps further debate about its validity. Empirical approaches are needed to validate its robustness
and consistency. The idea presented here has been presented in other forums and has received positive feedback, but only data can confirm it. Only data may be able to indicate
whether it is valid to assert that creativity, considered as an attitude, is a conglomerate of
assessments, affects and behaviors that are primarily flexible, tenacious in the face of uncertainty and proactive, aimed at generating individual and socially relevant ideas or actions.
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